10

reasons to optimise business performance

The UK’s Largest Infor M3 Partner

#1

Increase
productivity
When it comes to improving productivity and
optimising your M3 system, Anthesis is the ideal
partner. We assess your business needs and
provide the solutions to help you reach new
levels of success. Whether you are rolling out your
template to several countries or upgrading in the
UK, we are on hand to help. Anthesis is uniquely
positioned for this, being the largest Infor M3
Partner in the UK, holding both a Global Services
agreement and UK Channel partnership.

#2

Save time
Rapid response. That’s the Anthesis guarantee.
We understand that time is money and pride
ourselves on our ability to quickly turn your
problem into a solution. We build your skilled
resource team based on our intimate knowledge
of the best consultants available. From an
individual system critical question to an urgent
request for a project team, we deliver. Fast!

#3

Improve
flexibility
Strategic partnerships offer you more choice. Choice is a
powerful tool and that’s why we make sure our customers
have plenty of options. We offer consultants with cross
functional skills to cover a number of roles and by aligning
ourselves with the most innovative and complimentary
partners, we offer proven solutions appropriate to your
circumstances, giving you that competitive edge.

#4

Reduce
costs
Rigorous financial controls are essential to profitability
and ensure each project is delivered strictly within
budget. With a mixture of permanent resources,
strategic global partnerships and the strongest network
of associate consultants in the market, the Anthesis
delivery is always cost-effective.

#5

Protect
your assets
The security of knowing
we are an accredited Infor
partner ensures peace of mind
when you work with us. All
our consultants are certified
and Infor approved, most
having worked for the vendor
whilst also gaining worldwide
experience on numerous
client sites. Through our Infor
partnership we have exclusive
access to product updates,
latest test environments and
documentation.

#6

Instant
access
We offer global reach with a local service.
From our office in the UK we’ve delivered
projects in over 25 countries and we
work with over 200 consultants based
internationally. Our expertise is in quickly
identifying someone with the experience
required to deliver your project. We not
only give instant access to our consultants;
our management team are also available
as soon as you need them.

#7

Make life
easier
Simplify the process. We pride
ourselves on our honesty and
open lines of communication.
We itemise exactly what
you request and focus on
delivery. It doesn’t need to
be complicated. Using us to
supply your resource ensures
we facilitate cost control and
escalation procedures.

#8

Reduce
errors
Don’t leave it to chance. The Anthesis
team ensures all testing, training and
documentation is completed to the
highest standard, providing you with
an efficient, robust system. With their
extensive knowledge drawn from
years of experience across multiple
organisations, our consultants advise
on and implement best practices. Your
risk is minimised and your investment
is protected.

#9

Take
control
We put you in the driving seat.
Take advantage of our free M3
audit, a three-day exercise where
we elicit quick wins and outline a
future roadmap for your business.
We identify where and how you
can streamline your processes to
get the most from your M3
investment. You then make the
decisions on where to focus
resources, making you the driving
force for increasing workflow and
improving productivity.

#10

Grow your
business
We’re establishing a global footprint and we’ve quickly
become the partner of choice for M3 users in the
UK. Many clients use us in trusted-advisor capacity
and we like to think our honest and open sharing of
information has led us to being the preferred option
for many repeat clients. We work alongside you and
your business and help you achieve further success.

To find out how Anthesis
can help your business grow
please contact Charles Noden
+44(0) 1260 296531 or email:
charles@anthesis.co.uk

